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Subject- Management of The Sales Force

Objectives Type Questions –
1 Personal selling involves the two-way flow of communication between a buyer and seller, often in a faceto-face encounter, designed to influence a person's or a group's:
A) self-esteem.
B) team spirit.
C) relationship model.
D) management strategy
E) purchase decision.
2

The practice of building ties to customers based on a salesperson's attention and commitment to customer
needs over time is called:
A) order processing.
B) personal selling.
C) customer value creation.
D) relationship selling.
E) grooming.

3

Which type of salesperson would most likely be involved in an industrial straight rebuy situation?
A) Order takers
B) Order getters
C) Missionary salesperson
D) Team seller
E) Sales support personnel

4

Which type of salesperson sells in a "conventional" sense, from identifying prospective customers to
closing and following up on sales?
A) order taker.
B) order getter.
C) missionary salesperson.
D) sales engineer.
E) team seller.

5

Which of the following situations is seminar selling?
A) A salesperson and other company resources people meet with buyers to discuss problems and
opportunities.
B) The salespeople concentrate on performing promotional activities and introducing new products.
C) Salespeople who specialize in identifying, analyzing, and solving customer problems and brings
technical expertise to the selling situation.
D) A company team conducts an educational program for a customer's technical staff.
E) None of the above.

6

The process which consists of six stages; prospecting, preapproach, approach, presentation, close, and
follow-up is called the:
A) product marketing process. B) sales response function.
C) personal selling process.
D) consumer purchase decision process.
E) relational selling.

7

At which stage in the personal selling process do you search for and qualify potential customers?
A) Prospecting
B) Preapproach
C) Introduction
D) Initial canvassing
E) Planning stage

8

Identifying the prospect's role in the buying centre would be typically done in which stage of the personal
selling process?
A) Prospecting
B) Preapproach
C) Approach
D) Presentation
E) Close

9

A selling format that assumes a presentation consists of information that must be provided in an accurate,
thorough, and step-by-step manner to inform the prospect is called a:
A) formula selling presentation. B) stimulus-response presentation. C) needs-satisfaction presentation.
D) hard sell.
E) persuasive sales presentation.

10 Excuses for NOT making a purchase commitment or decision are called:
A) rationalizations.
B) constraints.
C) objections.
D) refusals.
E) qualifications.
11 At which stage of the personal selling process would you obtain a purchase commitment from the
prospect?
A) Approach
B) Presentation
C) Close
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E) Sale

The following statement represents which type of close? "Do you like the four-door model?"
A) Trial close
B) Assumptive close
C) Persuasive close
D) Urgency close
E) None of the above

13 The final stage in the personal sales process is the stage.
A) presentation
B) assumptive close
D) urgency close
E) follow-up

C) trial close

14 An effective sales plan objective should be:
A) precise, measurable, and time specific.
C) profitable, subjective, and measurable.
E) general, flexible, and profitable.

B) general, measurable, and flexible.
D) precise, profitable, and flexible.

15 If a company chooses to employ its own sales force, the three organizational structures it may use are:
A) dollar volume, geography, and customer.
B) geography, customer, and product.
C) geography, market size, and product.
D) market size, product, and customer.
E) dollar volume, market size, and product.
16 Which of the following elements is NOT used for determining the size of a sales force in the workload
method?
A) Number of salespeople.
B) Number of customers.
C) Length of an average call.
D) Number of years in sales experience E) Average amount of selling time available per year
17 A job description is:
A) a study of a particular sales position.
B) a sales plan that outlines the tasks of each employee.
C) Statement job qualifications, including the aptitudes, knowledge, and skills.
D) a written document that describes job relationships and requirements that characterize each sales
position.
E) none of the above.
18

Research on salesperson motivation suggests that what produces motivated salespeople is: (1) a clear job
description, (2) effective sales management practice, (3) a sense of achievement, and (4):
A) a swift kick in the butt now and then.
B) freedom to do one's own thing.
C) an unlimited expense account.
D) proper incentives and rewards.
E) a higher-than-average salary.

19

The most frequently used type of compensation plan is a:
A) straight salary compensation plan.
B) straight commission compensation plan.
C) combination compensation plan.
D) weighted compensation plan.
E) delayed compensation plan.

20 The use of technology designed to make the sales function more effective and efficient is called:
A) decentralization.
B) field computerization.
C) salesforce automation.
D) commercial hacking.
E) all of the above.
21 Personal selling is important in almost every company because:
A) It is usually the most expensive component of the marketing mix.
B) It suffers from the lowest self esteem.
C) It is the firm's most direct link with the customer.
D) It involves the greatest number of legal issues.
E) Answers A and C.
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22

Which of the following is NOT an important issue confronting sales force managers in the 21st century?
A) Creating more nimble sales force organization B) Building long-term relationships with customers
C) Gaining greater commitment from salespeople D) Leveraging available technology
E) Shifting sales management from coaching to commanding.

23

The three new-age themes in sales management are
A) Simplicity, nonviolence, and peace
B) Responsibility, efficiency, and centralization
C) Innovation, technology, and leadership
D) Sustainability, ecology, and depletion
E) Control, depreciation, and stagnation

24

Compared to transactional selling, relationship selling involves
A) Increased number of vendors
B) Adding value to the customer's business
C) Reducing the size of the sales force
D) Emphasizing price
E) All of the above

25

For today's salespeople, technology to help them do their jobs include
A) The Internet
B) Efficient consumer response systems
C) Customer relationship management systems D) Electronic data interchange
E) All of the above

26

Organizationally, today's sales force managers are becoming more ______ and sales forces less ________.
A) Centralized; stationary
B) Flexible; hierarchical
C) Top-down; responsive
D) Managed; motivated
E) Traditional; visionary

27

Effective leadership of salespeople includes
A) Communicating rather than controlling
B) Becoming a cheerleader instead of a supervisor
C) Empowering salespeople rather than directing them D) Becoming a coach instead of a boss
E) All of the above

28

Sales management is a global endeavor because
A) Of the ability to communicate anywhere in the world B) Of significant growth opportunities abroad
C) Customers are global
D) Communication is opening new markets
E) All of the above

29

Relationship selling recognizes
A) Long-term business relationships require ethical standards
B) A sucker is born every minute
C) Word-of-mouth advertising is not important
D) Repeat purchases come from transactional relationships
E) All of the above

30

Harold is looking for new salespeople. In assessing what selling skills are needed, he recognizes
A) Selling skills and requirements can vary greatly
B) Different buying processes require different skills
C) Different markets have different selling needs
D) Varying product complexity creates different selling skills
E) All of the above

31 Which of the following is NOT part of the sales management process?
A) Formulation of a sales program
B) Securing senior management buy in
C) Implementation of the sales program
D) Evaluation and control of the sales program
E) All of the above are part of the sales management process
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32 Sarbanes-Oxley, the corporate accountability law passed after the many business scandals in the
beginning of the twenty-first century, is an example of
A) An environmental force that can constrain organizations' ability to pursue certain marketing strategies
or activities.
B) Environmental variables, and changes in those variables over time, helping to determine the ultimate
success or failure of marketing strategies.
C) Changes in the environment creating new marketing opportunities for an organization.
D) Environmental variables affected or changed by marketing activities.
E) None of the above.
33

The aging of the baby boomer generation is an example of
A) An environmental force that can constrain other organization's ability to pursue certain marketing
strategies or activities.
B) Environmental variables, and changes in those variables over time, helping to determine the ultimate
success or failure of marketing strategies.
C) Changes in the environment creating new marketing opportunities for an organization.
D) Environmental variables affected or changed by marketing activities.
E) None of the above.

34 Which of the following is NOT an example of an external economic environmental factor affecting sales
management?
A) Gross domestic product
B) Competition
C) Consumer protection legislation
D) Distribution channels
E) Inflation
35

In evaluating the external economic environment, salespeople are critical in understanding the
competition because
A) Managers never know what is going on
B) They are often the first to observe changes in competitor's strategy
C) They often are hired away by competitors
D) Antitrust laws prevent companies from engaging in competitive intelligence
E) All of the above

36 Key sales management activities include:
a) Guiding new product testing
b) Reviewing sales performance from a previous period, identifying variances, and taking action based on
variances
c) Preparing marketing budgets and allocating budget to service teams
d) Determining the overall vision for the company
e) Establishing the promotional mix for the organization
f) Establishing the company channel affiliate relationships
37 Which of the following shifts in the customer marketplace has implications for sales management?
a) Rising customer expectations
b) Increasing supplier bases
c) Decreasing customer power
d) Focus on price
e) Decrease in use of wholesalers
f) Decrease in trade partnerships and alliances
38 This element is part of the model for Sales Force Management
a) Developing a channel management program b) Reviewing and evaluating sales performance
c) Conducting product P&L analysis
d) Media buying
e) Conducting inventory audits
f) Establishing competitive positioning for sales
39 A key activity that a Sales Manager might do in a typical month is making sales calls with a salesperson.
The main reason for this is to:
a) Look for a reason to fire the salesperson b) Establish the sales manager as the account lead
c) Use joint sales calls as a training and coaching tool d) Observe how the salesperson manages expense account
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f) Use as a role play opportunity

40 The major shifts in the customer marketplace that have implications for sales management include:
a) Longer product and service cycles
b) Decrease in competitor alliances
c) Reduction in co-branding between companies
d) Less focus on automating supply chain
e) Lack of integration of marketing communication programs f) Shorter product and service cycles
41 Relationship selling approaches include:
a) Creating a win/lose situation with customer
b) A focus on consultative selling
c) A focus on product selling
d) Reducing price of product to build relationship
e) Taking the customer to dinner often and giving them gifts
f) Bringing in external consultants to build customer relationships
42 The most important competency a sales manager must possess is
a) Being organized
b) Understanding technology
c) Training salespeople
d) Understanding sales reports
e) Strategic planning and implementation
f) Keeping selling expenses under control
43 According to the text, what has been identified as Canada's key competitive advantage?
a) Skilled labour pool
b) Trade policies
c) Communications infrastructure
d) Multiculturalism
e) Trade surplus
f) Exchange value of Canadian dollar
44 This is a key consideration when determining the sales organization hierarchy
a) The trend towards creating additional levels with an organization
b) The trend towards adding more sales managers
c) The nature of product or service
d) The size of the company is less important due to automation
e) The use of the internet to minimize geographic market coverage requirements
f) The fact that sales job titles are becoming less important
45 The levels of the sales management hierarchy include
a) Sales level
b) Executive level
d) Operational level
e) Global level

c) Product level
f) Local level

46 According to the text, the major downside of promoting your top sales person to a sales manager position
is:
a) Top salespeople are disorganized
b) Top salespeople have poor interpersonal skills
c) Top salespeople don't know how to coach
d) Top salespeople will feel slighted being moved to mgt
e) As a result of the promotion, you lose your best salesperson
f) Top salespeople don't know how to train others
47 What is the best reason a sales manager is constantly focused on reviewing and evaluating sales
performance?
a) To adjust to changing customer needs and modify strategic sales program
b) To adapt to pricing changes
c) To validate budget expenditures
d) To complete sales performance reviews
e) To determine how many calls a sales person makes
f) To change the placement of company advertising
48 Which approach will help develop a strong trust between a sales manager and sales team?
a) Watch everything your sales people do
b) Remain in the background; don't be visible to your team
c) Motivate your salespeople by telling them about the key company policies
d) Constantly recognize salespeople's accomplishments and motivate them with rewards
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e) Don't treat salespeople as individuals
f) Give salespeople the latitude to teach themselves and learn from their mistakes
49 Why is the sales manager's role so important to a company's success?
a) Selling costs are very high
b) Salespeople need to be kept in line
c) Salespeople are usually de-motivated
d) Salespeople have little impact on growing revenue
e) Salespeople often are unethical
f) The sales force is the revenue generator for most businesses, and selling drives the Canadian economy
50 A great sales leader will
a) Place themselves above the team
c) Never mentor for fear of providing bad advice
e) Refrain from celebrating with the team

b) Provide constructive feedback and encourage
d) Communicate exclusively by email to ensure message is clear
f) Let salespeople deal with internal organizational issues on their own
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